Assessment: Course Four Column
Spring/Summer 2019

El Camino: Course SLOs (FA) - Music
ECC: MUSI 102B:Advanced Sightsinging
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Sing Melodic Incipit Using the
Number System and Solfege - Upon
completion of the course, students
should be able to sing a melodic
incipit, independently and correctly,
with accurate rhythms and intervals
using the number system and solfege.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 04/03/2014

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Presentation/Skill Demonstration Students individually demonstrated
their ability to sing an in class
performance of Schubert's "Rast"
melodic minor excerpt using the
solfege, while clapping the pulse in
subdivided 2/4 meter, with
modulation. Accuracy in pitch,
intonation, note values and tempo
were the areas of concentration.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will orally perform the selected
melodic example with 80% accuracy
in notes, rhythms and the
number/solfege system.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Based on the data collected, 50% of the students performed
with 90% accuracy or better, 30%performed with 80%
accuracy , & 20% performed with an average of &70%
accuracy.
Overall Strengths:
Students successfully sang the required melodies using the
solfege system, which I adopted in the past two semesters
as the primary sight-reading technique.
In the years past, the numbers system were the norm, but
transfer institutions are now requiring the solfege system.
90% completed the semester with reading skills in both the
numbers and solfege systems.
Areas of Improvement:
Students generally showed weak progress in identifying and
singing intervals in the areas of ear training.
(06/06/2019)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dr. Joanna Nachef

Action: For future semesters, 20%
of the class period should focus on
ear training with interval
identification through singing and
dictation using the lab on a regular
basis. (09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Now that the class is
meeting regularly in the lab,
students will be allotted 15
minutes/session to work
individually on the ear-training
software. (09/11/2020)
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ECC: MUSI 103A:Theory and Musicianship I
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Key Signatures - Upon
completion of the course, students
should be able to correctly identify
and write the key signatures for all
major and minor keys.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Exam/Test/Quiz - During the 10th
week of the semester, students were
given a quiz where they were asked
to identify eight major keys and their
relative minor keys and spell (write)
eight different key signatures.
Standard and Target for Success: In
order to indicate success in correctly
identifying and writing key
signatures for all major and minor
keys, I would expect the overall
average score to be 80% or above.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Total Students: 15
Raw Scores (from lowest to highest): 81%, 83%, 83%, 88%,
90%, 92%, 96%, 96%, 100%, 100%, 100%, 100%, 100%,
100%, 100%
Average Score: 93.9%
High Score: 100% (seven students)
Low Score: 81%

Action: Music 103A students are
consistently reminded of the
music theory resources available
to them such as free music tutors
in the library, instructor office
hours, and several websites which
can assist with the learning of
both written music theory and
aural skills (ear training). I will
continue to give
spelling/identification quizzes in
The overall quiz results indicate that Music 103A students
the Music 103A class, which will
were successful in regards to learning their major and minor including spelling and identifying
key signatures. Throughout the semester, students
key signatures. (05/14/2019)
complete many homework assignments where it is essential Action Category: Teaching
to know key signatures for all keys, and I give several
Strategies
quizzes on the subject as well. So, this result was
anticipated. Seven of the fifteen students (47%) scored
100% on the quiz, twelve of the fifteen students (80%)
scored above 85% on the quiz, and all students (100%)
scored 80% or better on the quiz. (05/14/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 93.9
Faculty Assessment Leader: Patrick Schulz
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Total Students: 19
Average Score: 91.6%
High Score: 100% (9 students)
Low Scores: 50%, 61%

Action: I plan to give more
spelling/identification quizzes
relating to major/minor key
signatures. I also plan to time
some of them to be certain
students know their key signatures
quickly. (12/11/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
The overall results indicate that students in the class were
Strategies
successful in regards to learning their major and minor key
Follow-Up: I gave more
signatures. This was an expected outcome since I stress this spelling/identification quizzes
skill in the class, and students complete many homework
relating to major and minor key
assignments where it is essential to know key signatures for signatures. I also limited the time
all keys. Although nine out of nineteen students (nearly
students had to complete the
01/25/2020
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Course SLOs

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

half) scored 100% on this quiz, two students in the class still
did not know their key signatures very well (as indicated by
the two lowest scores: 50% and 61%). I consistently
remind students to make use of the many music theory
resources available to them such as the music tutors, my
office hours, and several websites which can assist with the
learning of several skills in music theory. I also give
students the opportunity to complete extra homework
assignments featuring any topic where they have not
achieved mastery. (08/27/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Patrick Schulz

quizzes. With the exception of a
few students, the class as a whole
was more accurate in the spelling
and identification of major and
minor key signatures than last
semester's class. (10/21/2015)
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ECC: MUSI 112H:Honors Music Cultures of the World
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Elements of Music - Upon
successful completion of this course,
the student should be able to
describe the elements of music melody, harmony, rhythm, form,
texture, dynamics, and timbre.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201718 (Fall 2017), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 09/13/2017

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Essay/Written Assignment Students were given an exam with
both listening questions and general
knowledge questions regarding the
elements of music.
Standard and Target for Success:
The target is 75% of the students will
score 80% or better.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The students scored well above the target for the general
knowledge questions - but just barely made the target for
the listening examples. (03/01/2018)
Faculty Assessment Leader: W. Doyle

Action: Continue to develop
effective listening examples and
strategies. (03/01/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: The use of additional
video and audio clips was very
helpful in raising the test scores
related to the elements of music.
(09/13/2019)

Essay/Written Assignment Students were given an exam with a
series of questions about the
elements of music, their meanings
and usage. The exam was given in
the last week of the semester.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
score 70% or above on this SLO.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
There were 25 questions on the elements of music. The
exam was multiple choice. Students answered most of the
questions correctly, but had difficulty only on the form
questions. (09/13/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 78
Faculty Assessment Leader: W. Doyle

Action: Continue to update the
audio and video examples, link the
examples to Canvas. (09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 120:Voice Class I
Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

SLO #1 Function of the Voice - Upon
completion of this course, students
will know and implement the
anatomical and physiological function
of the voice, understand the
importance of posture and breathsupport, the correct technique in
head and chest register, cognitive
health and physical health as it
relates to voice and singing while
progressing from basic up to
intermediate level.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 01/24/2014

Performance - Singers were assigned
a musical theater/pop/folk music
solo from the beginning to advanced
beginner level of solo repertoire.
Each student was required to
perform their individual song with
live piano accompaniment as part of
their 2-day final. The students were
evaluated on the categories: 1.
Effective Use of Voice 2. Text
Delivery 3. Interpretation 4. Stage
Presence 5. Musical Style 6.
Relationship with Audience 7. Facial
Expression
Standard and Target for Success:
85% were expected to score in the I II (superior-excellent) level
Related Documents:
VocalPerformanceEvaluationSheet2
014.pdf

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Seventy five students were enrolled in Music 120 of which
sixty one performed the assessment. Fifty four students
met the standard of 85%, and seven students did not. The
success rate was 89%. (09/12/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 89
Faculty Assessment Leader: Kevin Blickfeldt
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Joanna Nachef

Action: In order to maintain the
high percentage rate of students
who achieved the standard this
semester, an emphasis on the
importance of attendance on
critical performance days will be
announced weekly in class.
(09/12/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
12 students completed Mus 120-Voice Class I in a combined
class with 4 students of Mus 220- Voice Class II. Mus 120
requires singers to perform three songs of contrasting
genres and styles, which can include classical, folk, musical
theater, religious or pop music selections. 83% scored in the
I-II category(Superior-Excellent) 17% scored in the III
category (Very good - good) The performance of each
student demonstrated high standards in pitch/rhythm
accuracy, resonance, control over head and chest registers,
breath management, and connection with audience/song
interpretation. The students were successful in
communicating the tone and meaning, which
demonstrated their research of the character and story, or
the folk background of each piece. English diction accuracy
is a challenge for the ESL speakers, due to vowel color
differences and consonant clusters. Singers need to spend
significant time and effort in practicing the sounds of vowels
and consonants in normal English usage, as well as any
foreign language songs they choose. This will be even more
important as the move on into Voice II. (09/11/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dr. Joanna Nachef
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Erin Wood

Action: Instructor should stress
important issues in phrasing and
diphthong management in song
workshops, as well as finding
adequate spots for breathing, as
well as finding inner character that
is related to types of breathing.
(09/11/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 130:Beginning Jazz Improvisation
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Chord Modes and Scales Upon successful completion of this
course, the student should be able to
perform chord modes and scales used
in the jazz language in major and
minor notations.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 01/21/2014

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Presentation/Skill Demonstration Students will be individually tested
on skills three times during the
semester. The keys, chords, or
scales assessed will be randomly
selected in a drawing by each
student and performed on their
instrument. Vocalists will sing the
assignment while playing it on the
piano. Scores will be based on
speed, accuracy, and number of
attempts needed to play the
required item correctly. (Active)
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
score 80% or better on the skills
tests.
Additional Information: (*NOTE:
This SLO needs to be revised. It has
been edited so as to no longer make
sense. There is no such thing as a
"chord mode" and the meaningless
phrase "in major and minor
notations" obscures the overall
intent of the SLO. This assessment is
simply of the ability to perform
scales and chords used to create
improvised melodies and harmonies
in jazz.)

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students were individually given three skills tests during the
Spring 2016 semester. The keys, chords, or scales assessed
were randomly drawn by each student and performed on
their instruments.

Action: Recommend a 2nd
semester Jazz Improv course,
dividing the current content,
objectives and SLO's into two
levels of Jazz Improvisation sudy.
Given jazz improvisation’s
difficulty and steep learning curve,
a beginning level 16-week course
is a very short time to acquire the
knowledge and skills necessary to
improvise on more than the
simplest harmonic forms and to be
able to continue developing on
one’s own after completing the
course. Since this course is no
longer repeatable, a second
semester course (Jazz
Improvisation II? Or Advanced Jazz
Improvisation?) should be offered.
As a recommended preparation
for and in sequence with the
second semester of Improvisation,
the Jazz and Commercial Harmony
course (Music 105) would greatly
contribute to increased student
learning in Music 30, allowing for
more class lab time for practice
and ensemble participation.
(05/31/2017)
Action Category: Curriculum
Changes
Follow-Up: There is interest in
the department in offering an
additional semester of Jazz
Improvisation. There is also a
strong possibility that there will
be a new full time jazz faculty

Test 1 (11 students total): Based on the data collected, 64%
of the students performed with 90% accuracy or better,
91% performed with 80% accuracy or better, and 100%
performed with 75% accuracy or better.
Test 2 (11 students total): Based on the data collected, 64%
of the students performed with 90% accuracy or better,
82% performed with 80% accuracy or better, and 100%
performed with 75% accuracy or better.
Test 3 (12 students total): Based on the data collected, 67%
of the students performed with 90% accuracy or better,
92% performed with 80% accuracy or better, and 100%
performed with 75% accuracy or better.
That student success exceeded expectations indicates that
higher standards can be set and/or additional material can
be added to the tests. Standards and expectations were
based on past class performance.
Students who lacked the recommended preparation of
Music Fundamentals or equivalent had the lowest test
scores. (08/24/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ann Patterson
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions
position in the near future who
could facilitate the creation of
this new course. (09/16/2018)
Action: Create stronger SLO
statements that represent broad
goals, make musical sense, and are
within the reach of a single
semester course. (05/30/2017)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: All three SLO
statements have been revised
and submitted as part of the
scheduled Course Review. #1 and
#3 were merely edited, but an
entirely new statement was
written for SLO #2. The existing
SLO #2 did not reflect the
objectives of the course as it
involved ear training and
dictation work outside the scope
of this class, which only includes
incidental, non-assessed ear
training. (04/26/2018)

01/25/2020
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ECC: MUSI 131A:Beginning Piano I
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Notes, Rhythms, and
Fingering - Upon completion of the
course, students will be able to play
an elementary level piano piece with
accurate notes, rhythms and
fingerings.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Summer 2015), 2018-19 (Summer
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - In the performance
section of their final exam, students
will be asked to play an elementary
level piano piece with accurate
notes, rhythms and fingerings.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of students will
score 75% or more on this SLO.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Summer 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
On their final exam 22 students were tested on this SLO;
85% of the students received grades of at least 90%; 10%
received grades of at least 80%; and 5 % received grades of
at lease 75%. Overall, 100% of the students met or
exceeded the standard of a 75% success rate. In analyzing
this data I would conclude that the students successfully
integrated the core principles of good piano playing into
their performances, which include note accuracy, rhythmic
accuracy, continuity and attention to interpretive markings
in the score such as dynamics, articulation and tempo
indications. (09/08/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 100
Faculty Assessment Leader: Polli Chambers-Salazar

Action: A majority of the class did
well on this SLO, however a few
people fell below the class
standard. Factors that contributed
to their lower grades include less
practicing than their fellow
students and not purchasing the
course textbooks in a timely
manner. To address these issues
in the future I plan on 1) insisting
that all students practice until the
end of the lab period rather than
leaving early; 2) ensuring that all
students have access to a textbook
from the very beginning of the
course. In this particular class I
passed out copies of the first few
pages of both textbooks on the
first day, but then I asked for them
back after the second day of class.
In the future I will allow them to
keep the copies longer as long as
they can show evidence that they
are either buying a textbook or
checking out the reserve
textbooks in the library.
(09/08/2020)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Summer 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
On their final exam 20 students were tested on this SLO;
80% of the students received grades of at least 90%; 15%
received grades of at least 80%; and 5 % received grades of
at lease 75%. Overall, 100% of the students met or
01/25/2020
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well on this SLO, however a few
people fell below the class
standard. Factors that contributed
to their lower grades include
spotty attendance, less practicing
than their fellow
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

exceeded the standard of a 75% success rate. In analyzing
this data I would conclude that the students successfully
integrated the core principles of good piano playing into
their performances, which include note accuracy, rhythmic
accuracy, continuity and attention to interpretive markings
in the score such as dynamics, articulation and tempo
indications. (08/27/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Polli Chambers-Salazar
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Polli Chambers-Salazar

students, and not purchasing the
course textbooks in a timely
manner. To address these issues
in the future I plan on 1) being
more proactive in terms of asking
students about missed classes; 2)
insisting that all students practice
until the end of the lab period
rather than leaving early for
appts., etc.; 3) ensuring that all
students have access to a textbook
from the very beginning of the
course. In this particular class I
passed out copies of the first few
pages of both textbooks on the
first day, but then I asked for them
back after the second day of class.
In the future I will allow them to
keep the copies longer as long as
they can show evidence that they
are either buying a textbook or
checking out the reserve
textbooks in the library.
(07/07/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: To follow up on this
SLO, I have asked students to
practice until the end of the lab
period, and have ensured that all
students have access to a
textbook by putting one on
reserve in the Music Library.
(02/26/2018)

Performance - Student performs a
popular song given specific chord
fingerings, strumming pattern, and
tempo indication.
Standard and Target for Success:
Student performance is graded on
01/25/2020
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Fingering, Tempo, Rhythm, and
Technique. It is expected that 80% of
the class will score 75% or better on
this SLO.
Additional Information: With many
students in 147A having experience
playing chords (and no knowledge of
reading notation) this assessment
typically scores very high. Moreover,
by connecting the course content
with music they are familiar with
improves student engagement.
Exam/Test/Quiz - In the
performance section of their final
exam, students will be asked to play
an elementary level piano piece with
accurate notes, rhythms and
fingerings.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of students will
score 75% or more on this SLO.

01/25/2020
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ECC: MUSI 145 :Beginning Percussion Instruments
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Techniques and Rudiments Upon completion of the course,
students will be able to demonstrate
basic elements of proper drum
playing techniques and rudiments in a
given piece of music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Spring 2016), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Performance - In an individual
performance of a given piece of
music, students will demonstrate
elements of proper Snare drum
playing techniques including: hand
position, instrument posture, finger
control, rudiments, and instrument
tuning.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of the students
will use correct percussion playing
techniques when playing a given
piece of music. It is expected that
80% of the students will learn the 40
Rudiments.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Twelve students performed two exercises from the class
text, Alfred’s Drum Method book 1; Solo #19 and #21. 90%
of the students used proper finger technique, 100% used
the proper hand position, 90% used proper posture, 80%
kept a steady pulse, and 100% employed the proper
instrument Rudiment performance. The only technique
which did not meet the desired target for success was in
completion of all rudiments. Two students did not use the
proper buzz roll technique, they did not meter their rolls.
(08/12/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dean Koba

Action: The number of exercises
for articulation are sufficient for
the course. More individual testing
is needed early in the semester to
ensure that students understand
and employ the proper technique
for rolling individual notes.
(06/02/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Performance - In an individual
performance of a given piece of
music, students will demonstrate
elements of proper Snare drum
playing techniques including: hand
position, instrument posture, finger
control, rudiments, and instrument
tuning.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of the students
will use correct percussion playing
techniques when playing a given
piece of music. It is expected that
80% of the students will learn the 40
Rudiments.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Fourteen students performed Wilcoxon’s 132nd from the
All-American Drummer by Charles Wilcoxon. The criteria for
successful completion was divided into the following four
(4) groups: rhythmic execution/steadiness of pulse; proper
execution of rudimental stickings; proper placement of
accents; attention to grip and proper hand position. 92% of
the students completed the above tasks with 100%
accuracy. 8% of the students completed the above tasks
with 70% accuracy. (09/15/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 92
Faculty Assessment Leader: Joseph Mitchell

Action: The studies and exercises
provided by the textbook were
sufficient preparation for the final
examination piece. (09/15/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 147A :Beginning Guitar
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Notational Systems - Students
will be able to read notational
systems, in concert with beginning
level I, taught in class.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201819 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 10/10/2018
Comments:: + Spring 2023

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Presentation/Skill Demonstration There are three performance exams
where a piece of music displaying
notational systems in concert with
beginning level II is learned and
performed according to an
appropriately assigned tempo.
Performance of this piece is assessed
for understanding of the notational
systems for pitch, rhythm,
expression, repeats, endings, and
dynamics. Moreover, students are
given a sheet of 6 excerpts all 4
measures long. Students are to
dictate note names and rhythms at
sight along with a metronome.
Understanding and mastery of pitch
recognition is assessed with this
demonstration.
Standard and Target for Success:
Students are graded on tempo,
fingering, rhythm, expression, and
technique. 80% of the students are
expected to score 75% or better on
this SLO

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
The overall average of this assessment was 90.2%.
However, only 16 of 21 students enrolled in the class
assessed scored above 75% (09/13/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 76
Faculty Assessment Leader: ryota jonathan minei
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: ryota jonathan minei

Action: Underperforming students
being placed in the bottom 20%
adversely pulls my attention away
from the students who need the
help. By modifying the standard
for success to be 75% of students
to score 75% or better may yield
better results in the classroom.
(09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 147B:Beginning Guitar II
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Notational Systems - Students
will be able to read notational
systems, in concert with beginning
level II, taught in class.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201819 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 10/10/2018
Comments:: + Spring 2023

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Presentation/Skill Demonstration There are three performance exams
where a piece of music displaying
notational systems in concert with
beginning level II is learned and
performed according to an
appropriately assigned tempo.
Performance of this piece is assessed
for understanding of the notational
systems for pitch, rhythm,
expression, repeats, endings, and
dynamics. Moreover, students are
given a sheet of 6 excerpts all 4
measures long. Students are to
dictate note names and rhythms at
sight along with a metronome.
Understanding and mastery of pitch
recognition is assessed with this
demonstration.
Standard and Target for Success:
Students are graded on tempo,
fingering, rhythm, expression, and
technique. 80% of the students are
expected to score 75% or better on
this SLO

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
20 of 20 students scored over 75% with the average score
being 91.65% (09/13/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 100
Faculty Assessment Leader: ryota jonathan minei
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: ryota jonathan minei

Action: Assessment delivered very
favorable results for this SLO but
more rigorous assessment tool
may distribute scores more
evenly. Recommended that the
piece used for assessment is more
technically and musically
demanding. (09/14/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 151abcd:Mixed Chorus
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Carrying the Voice - Upon
completion of the course, students
should be able to carry their
individual voice part within the
section, using accurate notation,
rhythm, and text of two choral pieces
from their repertoire for the
semester.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Students will sing the
accurate rhythm, pitch, text,
dynamics,and stylistic interpretation
of Mozart's "Requiem" through the
"Lacrimosa" movement, as well as
the Stuart Stotts' "Music in my
Mother's House". Student's were
paired into groups of SATB to sing
their individual parts in harmony,
with attention to balance,
intonation, rhythmic accuracy, text
and dynamics.
Standard and Target for Success:
90% of the singers/students will
perform and deliver the selected
musical pieces with musicality and
proper choral artistry with 80%
accuracy.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
11 Singers performed the two selections in the joint concert
with the older adult community choir, Chorale, and Concert
Choir. 90% of the students who performed the required
assessment scored in the 3-4(Good -Excellent) category.
Scoring was as follows: (1= Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good, and 4 =
Excellent). 10% scored in the 2-1(Fair - Poor) in text delivery
and rhythmic accuracy. 10% scored in the 2 (Fair) category
due to excessive absences.
Overall Performance strengths are clearly heard in the
blend and balance of the four choral parts of Mozart's
major work. The Mixed Chorus, Women's voices, presented
the second selection as a showcase and delivered the
SSAA(Soprano 1, Soprano 2, Alto 1, Alto 2) harmonies with
beauty and accuracy.
The areas that need improvement is in text delivery when
the selection is a foreign language that is unfamiliar, or
when the rhythmic texture in a polyphonic segment is
varied and includes dotted note values. (05/31/2019)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dr. Joanna Nachef
Related Documents:
Choral Music SLO Performance Assessment Rubric.docx

Action: In addition to using
websites for voice-part learning,
such as choralia.net, youtube and
other part-learning sites, we will
continue to provide individua CDs
or mp3s for each voice part, on
reserve in the Music Library.
(09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Use this strategy
again (09/11/2020)
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ECC: MUSI 190abcd:Applied Music/Private Lessons
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Pitches and Rhythms - Upon
completion of the course, students
will be able to demonstrate the ability
to execute correct pitches and
rhythms appropriate to stylistic
performance practices of a given
piece of intermediate level music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Students will perform
music they have worked on in their
individual lessons for a panel of
faculty members who are experts in
their discipline. Faculty members
will evaluate note and rhythmic
accuracy according to the stylistic
performance practices for the
individual pieces.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will execute the notes and rhythms
with at least 80% accuracy.
Related Documents:
SLO RUBRIC Applied Music SLO 1 Sp
2015.pdf

Performance - Students will perform
two pieces of music from the
standard repertoire for their
performance discipline. at the juries
final. They will be assessed on the
execution of pitch and rhythm
accuracy.
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will perform
with at least 80% accuracy of pitch
and rhythms required in their
musical selections with appropriate
stylistic performance practices.

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
98% of the students performed the notes with greater than
80% accuracy. 2% performed with less than 80% accuracy.
Nerves are often a factor in creating errors in solo
performances. Hands may sweat causing fingers to play
incorrect keys. 100% of the student executed the rhythms
with greater than 80% accuracy. (05/16/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Polli ChambersSalazar, James Hurd, Lois Roberts, James Mack, Joseph
Mitchell, William Doyle, Ann Patterson, Lubo Velickovic,
Larry Steen, John Dearman, Jon Minei, Matt Greif

Action: Students will continue to
be assessed in solo performances
at the end of the semester. The
required number of compositions
and their complexity increase with
each semester of study.
(12/11/2015)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process
Follow-Up: Students
performances are assessed in
class and students are provided a
written critique as well as verbal
comments. (09/27/2018)
Follow-Up: Students perform
three times during the semester
for critique and then a final Jury
performance at the end of the
semester for all the Applied Music
Faculty in their discipline.
(10/21/2015)

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Four students enrolled in MUSI 190A (5492) performed
selections from the standard repertoire for their
performance discipline with greater than 88% accuracy in
pitch and rhythm according to the stylistic performance
practices of the music.
Two students enrolled in MUSI 190B (5497) performed
selections from the standard repertoire for their
performance discipline with greater than 90% accuracy in
pitch and rhythm according to the stylistic performance
practices of the music.
Two students enrolled in MUSI 190C (5502) performed
selections from the standard repertoire for their
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Action: Students will be given
three performance opportunities
prior to the final exam in order to
work on pitch and rhythm
accuracy in selected compositions
in their performance discipline.
(06/07/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

performance discipline with greater than 95% accuracy in
pitch and rhythm according to the stylistic performance
practices of the music.
Three students enrolled in MUSI 190D (5507) performed
selections from the standard repertoire for their
performance discipline with greater than 95% accuracy in
pitch and rhythm according to the stylistic performance
practices of the music. (06/07/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Joseph Mitchell,
Tawnee Lillo, William Doyle, Lubo Velickovic

01/25/2020
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ECC: MUSI 203 :Theory and Musicianship III
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Spelling and Identifying
Chords - Upon completion of the
course, students should be able to
spell and identify Borrowed Chords,
the Neapolitan Chord, and
Augmented Sixth Chords (Italian,
French, and German) in the context
of all major and minor keys.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - During the 10th
week of the semester, students were
given a quiz where they were asked
to spell eight different chords using
key signatures (chords included
Borrowed Chords, the Neapolitan
Chord, and Augmented Sixth Chords)
and identify ten chords using Roman
numerals (chords included
Secondary Dominants, Secondary
Leading Tone Chords, Borrowed
Chords, the Neapolitan Chord, and
Augmented Sixth Chords).
Standard and Target for Success: In
order to indicate success in correctly
identifying and spelling Borrowed
Chords, the Neapolitan Chord, and
Augmented Sixth Chords, I would
expect the overall average score to
be 80% or above.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Total Students: 13
Raw Scores (from lowest to highest): 38%, 54%, 71%, 85%,
85%, 87%, 87%, 88%, 92%, 94%, 98%, 100%, 100%
Average Score: 83%
High Score: 100% (two students)
Low Scores: 38% and 54%

Action: I will continue to work
with the Music 203 class on these
chromatic chords, which are not
too difficult individually, but can
be rather confusing when used
together in the same exercise. I
will also continue to give
homework assignments covering
these chords and have students
analyze more music with Roman
numerals that include these
chromatic harmonies. Recently, I
have been using review
worksheets (which are given to
students in a worksheet packet)
that feature further
spelling/identification exercises on
chromatic harmony. Students
who are experiencing difficulty
with any part of the music theory
curriculum can make use of the
free music tutors in the music
library, instructor office hours,
several online resources, and selftests from the textbook.
(05/14/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

The overall quiz results indicate that students in Music 203
were mostly proficient in regards to spelling and identifying
Borrowed Chords, the Neapolitan Chord, and Augmented
Sixth Chords in the context of a variety of major and minor
keys. Ten of the thirteen students (77%) scored 85% or
better on the quiz. However, two students (15%) scored
under 60% on the quiz (38% and 54%). This lowered the
average score to 83%. Without the two low scores, the
average would have been 89.7%. (05/14/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 83
Faculty Assessment Leader: Patrick Schulz

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Total Students: 10
Average Score: 88.5%
High Score: 98%
Low Score: 69%
The overall results indicate that students in the class are
01/25/2020
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Action: I plan to give more
spelling/identification quizzes
relating to chromatic chords
(Borrowed Chords, the Neapolitan
Chord, and Augmented Sixth
Chords). Some of them will be
timed to further stress mastery of
these concepts. (12/11/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Page 17 of 39

Course SLOs

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

proficient in regards to spelling and identifying Borrowed
Chords, the Neapolitan Chord, and Augmented Sixth Chords
in the context of a variety of major and minor keys. Six of
the ten students (60%) scored over 90% on the quiz. The
lowest two scores were 69% and 75%. I will continue to
work with the class on these chromatic harmonies, which
are not too difficult individually, but can be rather confusing
when used together. I will also give further
spelling/identification quizzes in future classes to help
ensure mastery by all students. Students who have a
difficult time with any part of the music theory curriculum
can make use of the music tutors, my office hours, and
several online resources. (08/27/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Patrick Schulz

Strategies
Follow-Up: All of these harmonies
have not yet been taught to the
current Music 203 class. I will
report back near the end of the
semester with an update (after all
the harmonies have been covered
and several spelling quizzes have
been given to students).
(10/21/2015)
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ECC: MUSI 215B:Music History and Literature - 1750 to Present
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Elements of Music - Upon
successful completion of this course,
the student should be able to
describe the elements of music melody, harmony, rhythm, form,
texture, dynamics, and timbre.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students will take
an exam where the questions focus
on the elements of music - melody,
harmony, etc.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 75% of the students
will score 70%

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students were given questions on their last exam about the
elements of music in music history. (09/13/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 77
Faculty Assessment Leader: W. Doyle

Action: I will add additional audio
and video excerpts for the
students to help analyze
specifically the elements of music.
(09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16
(Spring 2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students were given an exam where they were given
questions regarding the elements of music - i.e., in a
listening example, identify the dominant musical element.
They scored, on average, 76%. (05/06/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: William Doyle

Action: Continue to focus on the
elements of music during the
lectures - pointing out dominant
musical features in selected
compositions. (05/06/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: The use of new video
examples was very helpful.
(09/13/2019)

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
76 % of the students scored 70% (08/09/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: W. Doyle

Action: Continue to develop the
listening examples and in-class
listening. (08/09/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Since the students
reached a 76% success rate, I
have made only minor
adjustments to the testing for the
next round of evaluations.
(05/06/2016)
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ECC: MUSI 247:Intermediate Guitar
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Notational systems - Students
will be able to read notational
systems, in concert with intermediate
level, taught in class.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201819 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 10/10/2018
Comments:: + Spring 2023

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Presentation/Skill Demonstration There are three performance exams
where a piece of music displaying
notational systems in concert with
Intermediate level is learned and
performed according to an
appropriately assigned tempo.
Performance of this piece is assessed
for understanding of the notational
systems for pitch, rhythm,
expression, repeats, endings, and
dynamics. Moreover, students are
given a sheet of 6 excerpts all 4
measures long. Students are to
dictate note names and rhythms at
sight along with a metronome.
Understanding and mastery of pitch
recognition is assessed with this
demonstration.
Standard and Target for Success:
Students are graded on tempo,
fingering, rhythm, expression, and
technique. 80% of the students are
expected to score 75% or better on
this SLO

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
100% of students (two total) scored 100% (09/14/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 100
Faculty Assessment Leader: ryota jonathan minei
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: ryota jonathan minei

Action: Though favorable for
scoring this SLO, it is
recommended that the level of
difficulty for 247 assessment of
SLO#1 is more rigorous.
(09/14/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 253abcd:Chorale
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Notation, Rhythm, and Text Upon completion of the course,
students should be able to sing their
individual voice part within a quartet
of four-part harmony, using accurate
notation, rhythm, and text of two
choral pieces from their repertoire for
the semester.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Students were
assigned, Poulenc's "Margoton ca t'a
L'iau" a cappella four-part harmony
selection and Rachmaninoff's
"Bogoroditse Devo"in eight-part a
cappella song. At the end of the
semester students were expected to
individually sing their part in SATB
format(4 singers - one on each part)
with attention to blend, balance,
accurate rhythm, proper
pronunciation of French and Russian
with dynamics and musicality.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of the students
will score in the 4 – 3 (Excellent –
Good) standards.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
90% of the students who performed the required
assessment scored in the 3-4(Good-excellent) category .
Scoring was as follows(1 = poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good and 4 =
Excellent)
Of the 26 students assessed, the Data was as follows:
Note Accuracy: 85 % scored 4, 10% scored 3, 5% scored 1
Rhythmic Accuracy: 90% scored 4, 8% scored 3, 2% scored 1
Text delivery: 70% scored 4, 25% scored 3, and 5% scored 1
Blend: 95% scored 4, 5% scored 1
Balance: 90% scored 4, and 10% scored 2
Overall Performance strengths are clearly evident in all
categories of rhythm, tone, blend and balance because the
chorale is an auditioned choral ensemble with 90% music
majors in the Applied music program. They presented a
showcase of selections that included five different
languages. The Chorale stood in mixed format, in a single
line surrounding the audience at the performance, allowing
the surround sound to engulf the hall with their voices.
Their commitment to polishing their music comes from
their 6 hours/week in rigorous rehearsals. The Chorale
performs a minimum of 6 performances per semester. The
semester includes tours, on and off campus concerts,
fundraisers, variety shows, campus events, such as
graduation, as well as major concerts at the Marsee
Auditorium and Carnegie Hall on a biannual basis. There is
a deep desire to study the music outside class and come
fully prepared to participate and rehearse.
Areas of Improvements that need attention would fall
under the text delivery, pronunciation of French and more
uniformity in vowel formation and explosive consonants.
(05/31/2019)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dr. Joanna Nachef
Related Documents:
Choral Music SLO Performance Assessment Rubric.docx

Action: Websites and Recordings
of the selections with accurate
pronunciation of the text should
be provided on CDs or MP3s, and
on the internet. (09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Continuing this
strategy (09/11/2020)
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ECC: MUSI 259abcd :Music Production Workshop
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Individualized Vocal Parts Upon completion of the course,
students should be able to carry their
individual memorized vocal parts
within the entire theatre production
using accurate notation, rhythm, and
text for the entire musical for the
semester.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Assessment
Students receive a solid week of
music rehearsal, prior to the
teaching of any physical staging of
the production or choreography. The
first few days concentrate on the
basic learning of notes (including
basic note reading and musical
terminology) of each musical
number. Once the students are
familiar and confident with their
individual parts, focus shifts to
teaching choral blend and balance,
intonation, appropriate stylistic
choices (in reference to the period of
the piece), memorization of
material, diction, and breath control.
The results are reviewed by the
instructor, who, in turn, groups
students according to ability to
achieve an overall balance of choral
sound. Once the students
incorporate acting and movement
into the rehearsal process, notes are
given by the instructor at the end of
each rehearsal session, focusing on
the measured improvement of said
requirements, as necessary.
Standards or Rubric
Students must be able to perform
their individual memorized vocal
parts within an entire musical
theatre production with a focus on
musicality, choral blend, diction,
breath control, and vocal projection.
The singing of harmonies is a
requirement.

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students were able to perform the entire musical which
involved memorized solo and harmonized vocal parts while
focusing on musicality, choral blend, diction, breath control,
and vocal projection. Students also showed a high level of
focus and quality of performance skills over the three
performance weekends. (09/13/2019)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Anthony Moreno

Action: Instructor should test
students memory every rehearsal
to build confidence and memory
(09/13/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Assessment Data
Students acquired experience performing in a musical
theatre environment. Some of the students had no previous
performance experience before an audience. Students also
acquired a working level of vocal performance skills. The
materials were presented and taught in a supportive and
enjoyable atmosphere, creating a level of comfort and
confidence, specifically among the less experienced
students.

Action: While 100% of the
students performed with great
enthusiasm, focus, and dedication
to the class, it became evident
that 60% had little to no prior
music instruction.
Students who performed at the
SATISFACTORY level could improve
their achievement by taking corequisite courses in Singing,
Acting, and Dance. Pre-requisite
music instruction, in addition to
supplemental vocal lessons, would
strengthen the students as
musicians and performers, as well
as add to the overall quality of the
productions presented to the
public.
(09/01/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: In progress
(02/27/2018)

Observable Patterns
Students were very eager and excited about this class,
partially due to the popularity of the material. The basics of
the entire musical were learned within four days. Notes by
the instructor showed a progression of individual and
ensemble vocal improvement throughout the rehearsal
process, with a goal of presenting to the best of their ability
by opening night.
100% of the students met the class standard by achieving
GOOD or SATISFACTORY in all areas. Students who achieved
a SATISFACTORY level were generally those with little or no
experience in an environment of musical instruction and
rehearsals, and, therefore, were not accustomed to artistic
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Students must show a level of focus
and continued quality of
performance skills over multiple
performances spanning three
weekends.

Actions

practices expected in a performance based setting.
(04/17/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Brent Crayon

Standard and Target for Success:
STANDARD: 100% of students will
achieve either Good or Satisfactory
ratings.
Performance - The course
culminates in a series of public
performances done from memory.
During the rehearsal process, the
instructor coaches the individual
parts and builds in memorization
tests to prepare the student to be
accurate as it pertains to notation,
rhythm, and text.

01/25/2020
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ECC: MUSI 264abcd:String Ensembles
Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

SLO #1 - Upon completion of the
course, studnts will be able to
demonstrate the ability to execute
correct pitches and rhythms
appropriate to stylistic performance
practices of a given piece of
intermediate level string ensemble
music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201819 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 02/06/2018

Performance - In an individual or
group performance of a given piece
of music, students will demonstrate
elements of proper string playing
techniques including tuning, tone
production, dynamics, intonation,
vibrato, bowing technique (bow
distribution and strokes), and
posture.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
use proper string playing techniques
in a given piece of music.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Ten students performed musical selections from the class
text, “Strictly Strings, Book 3”, individually and in a group
100% of students correctly tuned their instruments
80% had excellent posture
80% had correct bowing
80% had correct tone production and dynamics
60% had excellent intonation and vibrato
(07/27/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 80
Faculty Assessment Leader: Lubo Velickovic

Action: Students performed very
well, individually and in a group.
They should work more on
intonation and vibrato, through
individual exercises and more
graded in-class performance
quizzes (every second week).
(05/26/2020)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

SLO #2 - Upon completion of the
course, students will be able to
demonstrate elements of proper
string instrument playing techniques
in a performance of a given piece of
intermediate level chamber music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201819 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 02/06/2018

Performance - Students performed
very well, individually and in a group.
They should work more on
intonation and vibrato, through
individual exercises and more graded
in-class performance quizzes (every
second week).
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
use correct pitches and accurate
rhythms in a given piece of music.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Ten students performed musical selections from the class
text, “Strictly Strings, Book 3”, individually
60% of students were excellent in demonstrating correct
pitches, and 20% were fair
80% were excellent in demonstrating accurate rhythms, and
20% were fair
(07/27/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 80
Faculty Assessment Leader: Lubo Velickovic

Action: Students performed very
well, individually. They should
work more on controlling accurate
execution of pitches. Students
should practice more extensions
to execute accurate half steps,
whole steps, and steps and a half
in given exercises to secure
pitches, such as augmented
seconds and diminished seconds.
In future, we need to assign all
three types of minor scales
(natural, harmonic, and melodic)
in order to reinforce sensitivity for
accurate pitches. Students should
use the metronome to practice
different tempis. I should give
more rhythmical and theoretical
quizzes in order for students to
better understand punctuated
rhythms. (11/24/2020)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Course SLOs

01/25/2020
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SLO #3 - Upon competion of the
course, students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to correctly
interpret terminology and symbols for
articulation, dynamics, and form, and
perform them in a given piece of
intermediate level string ensemble
music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201819 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 02/06/2018

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - In an individual given
piece of music, students will
demonstrate correct interpretation
and performance of terminology and
symbols
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
correctly interpret and perform
terminology and symbols in a given
piece of music.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Ten students performed musical selections from the class
text, “Strictly Strings, Book 3”, individually
80% of students were excellent in demonstrating correct
interpretation and performance of terminology and
symbols, and 20% were fair
(07/27/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 80
Faculty Assessment Leader: Lubo Velickovic

Action: Ten students performed
musical selections from the class
text, “Strictly Strings, Book 3”,
individually
80% of students were excellent in
demonstrating correct
interpretation and performance of
terminology and symbols, and 20%
were fair
(05/25/2021)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 265abcd :Symphonic Band
Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

SLO #1 Stylistic Performance
Directly related to SLO
Practices - Upon completion of the
course, students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to execute
correct pitches and rhythms
appropriate to stylistic performance
practices of a given piece of,
intermediate level, contemporary
band music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 11/07/2013

01/25/2020

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
23 students, combined with 37 students enrolled in the
Community Band for Older Adults, gave a public
performance (May 18, 2019) which included "A Childhood
Remembered" by Rossano Galante, with the composer
conducting the performance. 90% of the students were able
to perform the correct pitches and rhythms in the
appropriate style of the music with at least 90% accuracy.
10% percent were able to perform with better than 80%
accuracy. Having the composer lead the group resulted in
an increased level of understanding of the music and a
commitment to achieving excellence. The students were
motivated by working with the composer and fully
understanding the intent of the music. (06/01/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Dane Teter
Performance - Students will give a
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
public performance of a John
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Zdechlik's "Chorale and Shaker
25 students, combined with 31 students enrolled in the
Dance" which will be audio and
Community Band for Older Adults, gave a public
video recorded. The recordings will
performance which included "Chorale and Shaker Dance".
be used to analyze the correct
execution of pitches and rhythms in 80% of the students were able to perform the correct
pitches and rhythms in the appropriate style of the music
a passage from the piece of music.
Standard and Target for Success: It
with at least 90% accuracy. 10% percent were able to
is expected that 80% of the students perform with better than 80% accuracy. 10% were only able
will execute the pitches and rhythms to perform the music with better than 75% accuracy. These
with at least 80% accuracy (good) or students tend to have fewer years of playing experience
better.
than other students in the ensemble. (11/19/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter

Action: When given new band
literature, students will continue
to learn the correct pitches and
rhythms through regular
rehearsals by the entire ensemble,
section rehearsals for each
instrumental part, and individual
practice at home. (06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Performance - Students will give a
public performance of Rossano

Action: When given new literature

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
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Action: Students with less
experience in playing their
instruments will receive
additional coaching by the
instructor and student section
leaders. In some cases, individual
instrumental parts may need to be
simplified to meet the
performance level of the students
while still challenging their musical
development. (05/12/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Pitch and rhythm
accuracy is worked on in each
rehearsal. (09/27/2018)
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Assessment Method
Description
Galante's "A Childhood
Remembered" with the composer
conducting. The performance will be
audio and video recorded. The
recordings will be used to analyze
the correct execution of pitches and
rhythms in a passage from the piece
of music.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will perform the correct pitches and
rhythms with at least 85% accuracy.

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Standard Met? : Standard Met
23 students, combined with 37 students enrolled in the
Community Band for Older Adults, gave a public
performance which included "A Childhood Remembered"
by Rossano Galante. Rossano was the guest conductor for
the performance . 90% of the students were able to
perform the correct pitches and rhythms in the appropriate
style of the music with at least 90% accuracy. 10% percent
were able to perform with better than 80% accuracy.
Having the composer lead a rehearsal and conduct the
piece in concert gave the students increased motivation to
learn their music. It also gave the students a better
understanding of the piece, including its meaning and
inspiration. This allowed the student to focus on the entire
work while at the same time learn individual notes.
(06/01/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Dane Teter

to learn and perform, students will
concentrate on learning the
correct notes and rhythms in
group rehearsals, section
rehearsals and individual practice.
(06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 266abcd:Big Band Jazz
Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

SLO #1 Intonation, Dynamic, Balance,
and Phrasing - Students will be able
to demonstrate the ability to blend in
an ensemble using proper intonation,
dynamic, balance, and phrasing.

Performance - To assess students’
reading skills and ability to blend in
the ensemble using proper
intonation, dynamics, balance, and
phrasing, students were asked to
perform excerpts from Sammy
Course SLO Status: Active
Nestico’s arrangement, Basie
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014- Straight Ahead. For assessing
15 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
students’ ability to identify styles by
2019)
period and composer, students were
Input Date: 01/21/2014
asked to play blues forms using
different grooves in the style of
various eras. For assessing students’
abilities to improvise in a jazz
context, all students were asked to
improvise solos individually with
rhythm section accompaniment in
various keys of the 12 bar blues
form.
Standard and Target for Success: For
all categories, Excellent = 4; Good =
3; Fair = 2; Poor = 1
See attached document for table
Related Documents:
SLO Rubric Jazz Big Band FOR
TRACDAT.docx

Performance - The students were all
01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Materials were adjusted to fit current repertoire for the
semester. Students were assessed both individually and as
a group on ensemble passages in relation to intonation,
dynamics, balance and phrasing on the original composition
Ho Chi Minh Hustle.
Intonation: 40% scored 4, 40% scored 3, 20% scored 2.
Dynamics: 60% scored 4, 30% scored 3, 10% scored 2.
Proper phrasing in the style: 30% scored 4, 50% scored 3,
20% scored 2. (03/15/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: David Sills
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: none

Action: More ear training
exercises as warm-up and warmdowns focusing on intonation to
develop a more in tune ensemble
and presenting more recorded
material to analyze with focus on
improving stylistic phrasing.
(03/15/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14 (Fall
2013)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Overall Performance Strengths:
Students showed great enthusiasm and progress through
the course of the semester at pinpointing the proper style
needed to adequately perform big band repertoire from
various eras. The students also showed remarkable
progress in their ability to improvise on basic jazz forms in a
variety of keys. They showed improvement throughout the
semester in their ability to perform together as a unit. The
students also showed great aptitude at performing proper
musical techniques together in the ensemble.
See attached document for data. (01/13/2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Joanna Nachef
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: David Sills
Related Documents:
SLO Rubric Jazz Big Band FOR TRACDAT.docx

Action: Providing classes geared
towards rhythm section players,
such as drum set class, bass
technique class, jazz piano class
and rhythm section techniques
class would help the students to
develop important rhythm section
skills. Also providing these specific
classes for students will develop
the skills required to transfer to a
University music program and
prepare them for a career in the
music field. (10/06/2014)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Follow-Up: Rhythm section has
shown improvement and that
students have been taking classes
in order to improve their overall
Jazz knowledge. (10/19/2015)

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15

Action: While students did great
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
required to perform an ensemble
passage excerpt from Dizzy
Gillespie’s composition “Groovin’
High”. They performed both
individually and with the entire
ensemble. Students were given a
score of 1-4 based on their
performance level for each of the
following elements: Blend,
Intonation, Dynamics, Articulation,
Standard and Target for Success:
70% of students will score Good or
better to achieve the assessment.
Rubric:
Balance Within the Ensemble
Overall Dynamics
Proper Intonation
Phrasing Within the Style

Results

Actions

(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
20 students were assessed. 70% of students met the
assessment.

at blending and incorporating
proper dynamics, they could use
more work in developing good
intonation. In addition they were
weak in the use of proper big band
style phrasing. While intonation is
very important to good ensemble
playing, several students were
lacking in both the instrumental
technique and proper ear training
to improve their intonation to the
desired level. A student’s ability
to properly phrase within the
ensemble was directly related to
his prior experience playing in a
jazz ensemble. Students who had
repeated the ensemble several
times had demonstrated a
superior ability to phrase within
the ensemble.

BALANCE WITHIN THE ENSEMBLE
60% of students
demonstrated excellent balancing within the ensemble
20% of students demonstrated good
balancing within the ensemble
20% of students
demonstrated
fair balancing within the ensemble
OVERALL DYNAMICS
50% of students
demonstrated excellent ability in use of dynamics
30% of students demonstrated a good ability in
use of dynamics 20% of students demonstrated fair
ability in use of dynamics

PROPER INTONATION
30% of students
demonstrated excellent use of proper intonation 40% of
students demonstrated good use of proper intonation
4 points = Excellent, 3 points = Good,
20% of students demonstrated fair use of proper
2 points = Fair, 1 point = Poor
intonation
10% of students demonstrated poor use
of proper intonation
PHRASING WITHIN THE STYLE
40% of students
phrased excellent within the style
30% of students
phrased good within the style
20% of students
phrased fair within the style 10% of students phrased poor
within the style

From the beginning of the
semester I will use a tuner to tune
the instrument and put more
emphasis on intonation.
Incorporate ear training exercises
to develop students awareness of
intonation within the ensemble.
(10/19/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

While it seems obvious that consistent practice and
experience in a music ensemble is a key element to success
for any music student, it was of great benefit to the overall
outcome that several students had taken the course
multiple times. The overall progress made throughout the
course of the semester was remarkable. At the final
concert students were working together as a single unit.
They demonstrated both excellent control in dynamics and
blend in the ensemble. The performance level at the start
01/25/2020
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

of the semester was remedial, and by the final concert
students were performing on a professional level. They
were able to demonstrate a connection and sensitivity to
the music rarely achieved by college musicians.
(10/19/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: David Sills
Related Documents:
SLO Assesment Music 266 Rubric Spring 2015.docx
Performance - Students were asked Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
to perform both individually and
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
within their section an ensemble
Total students 20
passage from Mark Taylor's
arrangement of the Freddie Hubbard Group and individual intonation: 7 scored 4, 8scored 3, 5
composition "Red Clay". Then each scored 2, 0 scored 1
Dynamics: 9 scored 4, 8 scored 3, 3 scored 2, 0 scored 1
student was given a score ranging
Balance within section: 10 scored 4, 8 scored 3, 2 scored 2,
from 1 to 4 on their demonstration
0 scored 1
of ability in 4 categories. Individual
Phrasing and articulation: 7 scored 4, 9 scored 3, 4 scored 2,
and group intonation, Dynamic
0 scored1
contrast and blend with ensemble,
In conclusion, Students generally did very well on the #1
overall Balance within section, and
SLO
articulations in relations to the
Areas that could use more attention are focus on
phrasing of melodic lines.
Standard and Target for Success:
intonation. (05/06/2019)
Target for success is expected that
% of Success for this SLO: 85
80% will score 3 or above.
Faculty Assessment Leader: David Sills
4=Excellent 3=Good 2=Fair 1=Poor

01/25/2020
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Actions

Action: I spent a significant
amount of class time focussing on
Dynamics, Blend, Balance,
Phrasing and articulations. Thus
the students demonstrated
excellent abilities in those areas. I
believe in the future I will put
more emphasis on tuning and
intonation. Both individually and
collectively within the ensemble.
Use of a tuner at certain points
and listening and matching pitch
exercises will be added to the
regular day to day instruction to
improve this essential skill.
(09/14/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 268abcd :Symphony Orchestra
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Stylistic Performance
Practices - Upon completion of the
course, students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to execute
correct pitches and rhythms
appropriate to stylistic performance
practices of a given piece of
intermediate level, classical orchestra
music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201617 (Fall 2016), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 11/07/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Students will perform
a multi-movement composition in a
public concert. The performance will
be recorded for use in assessing the
SLO.
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will play the
notes and rhythms with 80%
accuracy.
Related Documents:
SLO RUBRIC Symphony
Orchestra.docx

Performance - Students will present
a public performance of a work from
the standard orchestral repertoire.
The performance will be audio
recorded for assessment of pitch and
rhythmic accuracy
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will perform
with greater than 80% accuracy of
pitch and rhythm.

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14 (Fall
2013)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
90% of the students performed with better than 90%
accuracy of notes and rhythms. 10% of the students
performed with better than 80% accuracy.

Action: For future semesters this
assessment should be completed
later in the semester following a
public performance by the
ensemble, thus allowing students
more time to learn the assigned
materials. (11/10/2014)
Action Category: SLO Assessment
Process
Follow-Up: The assessment for
Spring 2015 will be done during
the 16th week of the semester.
(03/25/2015)

Overall Performance Strengths:
The students are successful in working together toward
improving the musical accuracy and performance of the
given repertoire. They are able to make adjustments to
their individual musical performances as necessary,
especially when hearing how their part fits with the others.
The students are motivated to excel in their musical skills.
They are excellent in following the conductor while playing
the music. Most of the students have excellent technique in
playing their instrument. The students worked extremely
hard to learn the symphony is only six weeks of rehearsals.
(11/10/2013)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Related Documents:
SLO RUBRIC Symphony Orchestra.docx
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17 (Fall
2016)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
14 students in the Symphonic Orchestra (combined with 43
students in the Community Orchestra) performed Franz
Schubert's "Symphony No. 8 in d minor". Students were
assessed on the execution of correct pitches and rhythms
within the individual parts.
86% of the students played with 90% accuracy of pitch. 6%
played with 80% accuracy of pitch. 4% played with less than
80% accuracy of pitch.
96% of the students played with 90% accuracy of rhythm
while 4% played with better than 80% accuracy of rhythm.
The woodwind, brass and percussion players played with
the greatest percentage of accuracy. These students must
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Action: Once each month students
will work within their individual
sections to correctly identify and
execute the pitches and rhythms
for their individual musical parts.
(06/06/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Section rehearsals are
helpful but the lack of enough
rooms prohibits this as part of the
regular class meeting. Section
rehearsals must be done outside
of class. (09/27/2018)
Follow-Up: Sectional rehearsal
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

demonstrate a high ability to play accurately during the
audition to get into the ensemble.
The string players have the greater variety of performance
experience and ability. The faster passages with the
greatest number of notes present more challenges to the
string players with less experience with regard to accuracy.
Rhythmic accuracy tends to be less of an issue since it is
easier to hear and follow along with the correct rhythms
being player by the more advanced players. (01/16/2017)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Performance - Students will give a
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
public performance of William Grant (Spring 2019)
Still’s “Symphony No. 3 – The Sunday Standard Met? : Standard Met
Symphony”. The performance will be 8 students, combined with 25 students enrolled in the
Orchestra for Older Adults, gave a public performance
audio and video recorded. The
which included William Grant Still’s “Symphony No. 3” 85%
recordings will be used to analyze
the correct execution of pitches and of the students were able to perform the correct pitches
rhythms in a passage from the piece and rhythms in the appropriate style of the music with at
least 90% accuracy. 15% percent were able to perform with
of music.
Standard and Target for Success: It
better than 80% accuracy. Having additional professional
is expected that 80% of the students musicians perform with the students to complete the
will perform the correct pitches and instrumentation was a great benefit to student
rhythms with at least 80% accuracy. achievement and success, especially in the string section.
The modeling of correct performance techniques with pitch
and rhythm accuracy inspired the student to increase their
performance proficiency. (06/01/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Dane Teter

01/25/2020
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Actions
schedule are being developed by
section leaders to address pitches
and rhythms in the music of each
specific part. (02/26/2018)

Action: When given new literature
to learn and perform, students will
concentrate on learning the
correct notes and rhythms in
group rehearsals, section
rehearsals and individual practice.
Access to audio recording will also
help student learn and understand
how their parts fit within the
framework of the entire piece of
music. (06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 290 :Intermediate Applied Music or Private Lessons
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Pitches and Rhythms - Upon
completion of the course, students
will be able to demonstrate the ability
to execute correct pitches and
rhythms appropriate to stylistic
performance practices and tempo of
a given piece of contemporary
advanced level music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Students will give a
class performance of a chosen solo
from the standard repertoire for
their instrument. The performance
will be critiqued in class by the
instructor. The critique will include
an analysis of the execution of
pitches and rhythms performed in
the appropriate stylistic
performance practices.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of the students
will execute the pitches and rhythms
with at least 85% accuracy (good) or
better.

Performance - Students will give a
class performance of a chosen solo
from the standard repertoire for
their instrument. The performance
will be critiqued in class by
instructors who teach in related
performance disciplines. The critique
will include an analysis of the
01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Four students performed at least two prepared musical
selections, one of their choosing and one chosen from a list
by a member of the adjudicating faculty. 100% of the
students were able to execute the correct pitches and
rhythms in the appropriate stylistic performance practices
at the correct tempo. The students in this course have
already completed four semesters of preparation prior to
enrolling in this course. During their preparation they
received individual instruction in music which emphasized
proper performance techniques and accuracy. The level of
difficulty increased with each semester, but the importance
of accuracy was instilled in the students from the first
semester. (12/10/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: P. Chambers, J. Hurd,
L. Roberts, W. Doyle, M. Jaque, J. Mack, J. Hovorka, J.
Mitchell

Action: During the semester
students will receive individual
instruction and coaching by their
private teacher. At the conclusion
of the semester students will be
evaluated by a panel of Applied
Music faculty members in the
discipline in a mock audition
format. (05/12/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Individual instruct is
beneficial to student
understanding of pitch and
rhythm notations and
performance. (09/27/2018)

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Four students performed at least two prepared musical
selections, one of their choosing and one chosen from a list
by a member of the adjudicating faculty. 90% of the
students were able to execute the correct pitches and
rhythms in the appropriate stylistic performance practices

Action: During the semester
students will receive individual
instruction and coaching by their
private teacher. At the conclusion
of the semester students will be
evaluated by a panel of Applied
Music faculty members in the
discipline in a mock audition
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Follow-Up: Students will receive a
minimum of 15 individual lesson
throughout the semester and
preparation for their juried final
at the conclusion of the semester.
(02/26/2018)
Follow-Up: Students regularly
receive individual instruction,
coaching and accompaniment to
work on the accuracy of pitches
and rhythms in assigned music.
(11/21/2017)
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
execution of pitches and rhythms
performed in the appropriate
stylistic performance practices
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of the students
will execute the pitches and rhythms
with at least 85% accuracy (good) or
better.

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

at the correct tempo with better than 90% accuracy. 10%
of the students were able to execute the correct pitches
and rhythms in the appropriate stylistic performance
practices at the correct tempo with better than 80%
accuracy. The students in this course have already
completed four semesters of preparation prior to enrolling
in this course. During their preparation they received
individual instruction in music which emphasized proper
performance techniques and accuracy. The level of difficulty
increased with each semester, but the importance of
accuracy was instilled in the students from the first
semester (06/01/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Dane Teter

format. In-class instruction will be
given addressing the art of
effective practicing. (06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: MUSI 555:Community Choir for the Older Adult
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Carry Individual Voice Part
Within the Section - Upon
completion of the course, students
should be able to carry their
individual voice part within the
section, using accurate notation,
rhythm, and text of two choral pieces
from their repertoire for the
semester.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 04/03/2014

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Mozart's "Requiem"
and Coleman's arrangement of "The
Rhythm of Life" were assigned as the
selections for assessment. Singers
were to focus on accuracy of
notation, rhythmic and textual
vitality in the style of each period.

Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 85% of the students
will score in the 4 – 3 (Excellent –
Good) standards.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
90% of the students who performed the required
assessment scored in the 3-4(Good-excellent) category .
Scoring was as follows(1 = poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good and 4 =
Excellent)
Of the 38 students assessed, the Data was as follows:
Note Accuracy: 80 % scored 4, 15% scored 3, 5% scored 1
Rhythmic Accuracy: 85% scored 4, 8% scored 3, 7% scored 1
Text delivery: 70% scored 4, 10% scored 3, 10 % scored 2
and 10% scored 1
Overall Performance strengths are clearly evident in the
tone, rhythm accuracy because the older adult who is
performing in the choral group has had significant
experience over the years. There is a deep desire to study
the music outside class and come fully prepared to
participate and rehearse.
Areas of Improvement that need attention would fall under
the text delivery (which was 70% Excellent) vowel formation
and percussive consonants in the text as well as
pronunciation of Latin.

Action: Using additional rehearsal
time on pronunciation drills and
repetition. Provide websites and
recordings of selected repertoire
for listening. (09/10/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: More rehearsal time
should be allocated to techniques
of diction, enunciation and vowel
shapes. (09/09/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Add more drills of
vowel formation and consonants.
(09/11/2020)

(05/31/2019)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Joanna M. Nachef

01/25/2020
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ECC: MUSI 565:Community Band for the Older Adult
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Pitches and Rhythms - Upon
completion of the course, students
will be able to demonstrate the ability
to execute correct pitches and
rhythms appropriate to stylistic
performance practices of a given
piece of, intermediate level band
music from the standard repertoire.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Students will give a
public performance of a John
Zdechlik's "Chorale and Shaker
Dance" which will be audio and
video recorded. The recordings will
be used to analyze the correct
execution of pitches and rhythms in
a passage from the piece of music.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will execute the pitches and rhythms
with at least 80% accuracy (good) or
better.

Performance - Students will give a
public performance of Rossano
Galante's "A Childhood
Remembered" with the composer
conducting. The performance will be
audio and video recorded. The
recordings will be used to analyze
the correct execution of pitches and
rhythms in a passage from the piece
of music
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will perform the correct pitches and
rhythms with at least 85% accuracy

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
31 students, combined with 25 students enrolled in the
Symphonic Band, gave a public performance which included
"Chorale and Shaker Dance". 90% of the students were able
to perform the correct pitches and rhythms in the
appropriate style of the music with at least 90% accuracy.
10% percent were able to perform with better than 80%
accuracy. Students enrolling in the Community Band for
Older Adults have already completed four semesters of
Symphonic Band for credit where they have learned how to
identify and execute pitch and rhythm patterns in music.
They bring a greater level of experience and
accomplishment to the class which allow for the selection of
more challenging music to be performed. Some of these
students have already performed the musical selection in
the vast prior experiences. (11/19/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter

Action: Music of varying degrees
of difficulty, which include
relatively newly written
compositions, will be chosen to
challenge the technical and artistic
levels of musicianship of the
students. (05/12/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Students are working
on the ability to play correct
pitches and rhythms through
homework assignments and in
class exercises. (09/27/2018)

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
37 students, combined with 23 students enrolled in the
Symphonic Band, gave a public performance which included
"A Childhood Remembered" by Rossano Galante. Rossano
was the guest conductor for the performance . 90% of the
students were able to perform the correct pitches and
rhythms in the appropriate style of the music with at least
90% accuracy. 10% percent were able to perform with
better than 80% accuracy. Having the composer lead a
rehearsal and conduct the piece in concert gave the
students increased motivation to learn their music. It also
gave the students a better understanding of the piece,
including its meaning and inspiration. This allowed the
student to focus on the entire work while at the same time

Action: When given new literature
to learn and perform, students will
concentrate on learning the
correct notes and rhythms in
group rehearsals, section
rehearsals and individual practice.
(06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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Follow-Up: Students have
received sheet music for a variety
of compositions in different which
will be performed in concert on
May 19, 2018 (02/26/2018)
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

learn individual notes. (06/01/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Dane Teter

01/25/2020
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ECC: MUSI 570:Orchestra for the Older Adult
Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

SLO #1 Pitches and Rhythms - Upon
completion of the course, students
will be able to demonstrate the ability
to execute correct pitches and
rhythms appropriate to stylistic
performance practices of a given
piece of intermediate level, classical
orchestra music.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/14/2013

Performance - Students will perform
in public a composition from the
standard orchestra literature, which
will be recorded. The recording will
be used to asses the SLO.
Standard and Target for Success:
80% of the students will interpret
and perform the music according to
the terminology and symbols with
80% accuracy.
Related Documents:
SLO RUBRIC ENSEMBLE.docx

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Performance - Students will give a
public performance of a John
Williams' "Across the Stars" which
will be audio and video recorded.
The recordings will be used to
analyze the correct execution of
pitches and rhythms in a passage
from the piece of music.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will execute the pitches and rhythms
with at least 80% accuracy (good) or
better.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
28 students, combined with 33 students enrolled in the
Symphony Orchestra, gave a public performance which
included "Across the Stars". 70% of the students were able
to demonstrate the ability to perform the pitches and
rhythms of the piece with greater than 90% accuracy. 15%
were able to perform with at least 80% accuracy. 15% of
the students performed with great than 70% accuracy. The
students in this course are older adults. Some have many
years or performance experiences, others have very fewer
years. All woodwind, brass, and percussion musicians are
advanced players with lots of experience in either orchestra
or band. The string players come from a wider range of
experience levels. There are no other ensembles at El
Camino which allow them to gain more experience before
being challenged with music of greater difficulty. Of the
students with less experience, all of them do well in
passages where the tempo is less demanding. It is certain
passages with lots of notes at a high speed that present the
most problems. In general rhythmic accuracy is greater
than pitch accuracy. (12/01/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter

Action: Students needing
additional guidance in learn and
executing their music will be able
to participate in section rehearsals
led by the instructor and section
leaders. Practice recording
demonstrating the correct pitches
and rhythms in the appropriate
stylistic performance practices will
be available to all students.
(05/10/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Practice recordings
are helping the student develop a
better understanding of the
compositions. (09/27/2018)
Follow-Up: Practice recordings
are available on the ECC
Instrumental Music website for
student to listen for the proper
performance of their assigned
parts. (02/26/2018)

Performance - Students will give a

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19

Action: When given new literature
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
public performance of William Grant
Still’s “Symphony No. 3 – The Sunday
Symphony”. The performance will be
audio and video recorded. The
recordings will be used to analyze
the correct execution of pitches and
rhythms in a passage from the piece
of music
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will perform the correct pitches and
rhythms with at least 80% accuracy.

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
25 students, combined with 8 students enrolled in the
Symphony Orchestra, gave a public performance which
included William Grant Still’s “Symphony No. 3” 85% of the
students were able to perform the correct pitches and
rhythms in the appropriate style of the music with at least
90% accuracy. 15% percent were able to perform with
better than 80% accuracy. Having additional professional
musicians perform with the students to complete the
instrumentation was a great benefit to student
achievement and success, especially in the string section.
The modeling of correct performance techniques with pitch
and rhythm accuracy inspired the student to increase their
performance proficiency. (06/01/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dane Teter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Dane Teter

to learn and perform, students will
concentrate on learning the
correct notes and rhythms in
group rehearsals, section
rehearsals and individual practice.
Access to audio recording will also
help student learn and understand
how their parts fit within the
framework of the entire piece of
music. (06/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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